Translational PK/PD modeling for cardiovascular safety assessment of drug candidates: Methods and examples in drug development.
Cardiovascular toxicity is a significant cause of candidate failure in drug development. Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) modeling may reduce attrition by improving the understanding of the relationship between drug exposure and changes in cardiovascular endpoints. Diverse examples are discussed that elucidate how modeling can facilitate the interpretation of cardiovascular safety data in animals and enable quantitative translation of preclinical findings to man. Twelve compounds under development in diverse therapeutic areas were tested in cardiovascular safety studies in the telemetered beagle dog and cynomolgus monkey. Drug-induced changes observed in different cardiovascular endpoints (QRS complex and QTc interval of the ECG, heart rate, blood pressure, and myocardial contractility) were described by means of PK/PD modeling. A range of direct and indirect effect models were employed to characterize the plasma concentration-cardiovascular effect relationship for each compound. For every drug candidate the proposed PK/PD models appropriately described the cardiovascular effects observed in dog and monkey. Two of the compounds subsequently reached clinical development and cardiovascular data were generated in first-in-human clinical trials. For one drug candidate, a threshold model was used to describe QTc prolongation in the monkey and man. Blood pressure changes induced by the second compound were linked to plasma exposure in dog and human via an indirect response model. In both cases it was found that translational modeling accurately predicted the human response observed during clinical development. In this article, a range of PK/PD models are discussed that successfully described cardiovascular safety findings in the preclinical setting. Where clinical data were available, it was found that translational modeling enabled the accurate prediction of outcomes in man and facilitated the description of the therapeutic index. PK/PD modeling is thus demonstrated as a powerful tool to aid in the quantitative cardiovascular safety assessment of drug candidates and the optimization of early clinical study protocols.